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This is the black and white paperback edition of Pattern, published in hardback in 2016 by

Saltyard Books.If you would like the original colour illustrated version of PatternEmma

Bridgewater's patterns are as quintessentially British as marmalade on toast - and they have

made her distinctive homewares best sellers across the world.Her inspiration is often deeply

personal - a plate of her mother's, a favourite children's book - and as she tells the stories of

each pattern's creation, she reveals the intricate processes of research and collaboration

behind the familiar designs she has stamped on our kitchenware - and our hearts - for the past

thirty years.Both an entrancing trip down memory lane and a behind-the-scenes look at a

thriving creative business, Emma Bridgewater's PATTERN is essential reading for anyone who

has ever turned over their mug after draining their tea and wondered about the human story

behind that proud declaration: Made in Stoke-on-Trent, England...
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Dana Jenkins, “What a terrific opportunity to understand the inspiration. What a terrific

opportunity to understand the inspiration, partnerships, and process of a creative and cause-

oriented craft/business person. Felt like sitting down for a cup of tea with a friend, albeit a

wonderfully creative one.”

jlsagirl, “Recommend this reference book on Emma Bridgewater Pottery. A great compliment to

previous books with reference background of the Emma Bridgewater Pottery dates and stamps

for collectors.”

Bugn, “I love all things Emma. What can I say? I love all things Emma. My house is packed w/

Emma. So of course I have to have her companion book. :-D”

Sandra D, “Wonderful Read!. Thank you for this thorough and interesting history of Emma

Bridgewater Patterns!”

M. Saunders, “Beautiful Patterns. If you are a fan of Emma Bridgewater dishes you will enjoy

this book.”
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I bought this second hand because it was hardback and I was interested in the story.But

actually what I like most about it is the full page prints. You could easily carefully pull these out

and frame them as lovely art.”

M.T., “Lots of Pictures. A Lovely book. Lots&Lots of lovely photographs & pictures & pattern

designs. Also pictures of Emma Bridgewater products too.Makes a lovely present and a chunky

reasonably large format, good quality book.”

FdBD, “this is a great book. Emma is so eloquent and the stories .... A very generous sharing

of knowledge! For Emma Bridgewater fans everywhere - and also owners of small businesses,

this is a great book. Emma is so eloquent and the stories behind each design both fascinating

and fun.”

Sue Glassborow, “EB Designs'dþ�. Have only just received this book but on looking through it



shows detailed photos of Emma Bridgewatee patterns and how they were created. Looking

forward to reading more.”

happyme, “Engaging and revealing. A wonderful follow on from Toast and Marmalade with

engaging references to the inspirations for her wonderful, enduring designs.”

The book by Emma Bridgewater has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 55 people have provided

feedback.
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